Camping Can Be Fun for a Family Trip
(Story word: family)

What is there to do at camp? The Jackson family will do lots of fun things on their camping trip.

The Jackson family will travel in a big truck. Mr. Jackson has packed all the camping stuff and put it in the back of the truck.

When they get to the spot by the pond where they want to set up camp, Mr. Jackson lifts the big stuff out of the back of the truck, and the kids get the small things out.

Mrs. Jackson sets up the tent.
Sis sees a big log. She jumps on the log. Then, she pushes the log over for the family to sit on.

They go for a swim in the pond. They hunt frogs and let them go.

They rest in the tent.

At the end of the day, they sit on the log and sing camping songs.

They all think that camping is a fun family trip.